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puppet

tell a story read a story retell 

sing a song read a poem use voices 

rhyme words
blend & take
apart sounds talk 

c/a/t
cat

rug
mug

1,2,3
you and me

puppet

hat

hat

role play tell a story
retell as a 
character

sing a song read a poem use voices 

rhyme words
blend & take
apart sounds 

c/a/t
cat

rug
mug

1,2,3
you and me

read a story
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sticks

letters read a story

letters

tell a story build words

sing a song sort by shape

change 1st letter
to build word

families

build family
names

Vivian
-ug

rug
mug
tug

letters with circles
letters with sticks

put in order

a
an
and

AEDB

create a picture

aodb e i
j

k

vz

w
y

c

sort by color
or size

aogpdbq

rhythm sticks

tell a story
use rhythm to

regulate
tap & breathe

sing a song
break words
into syllables 

count number
of words in a

sentence

rhyme words
blend & take
apart sounds 

c/a/t
cat

rug
mug

pancake
pan/cake

read a story

tap the rhythm
of a story
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egg shaker

scarf

scarf

create a story

practice calm
breathing

perform a story

slowly blow scarf

perform a song

egg shaker

tell a story
use rhythm to

regulate-
shake & breathe

sing a song break words
into syllables 

count/shake
number of words

in a sentence

rhyme words
blend & take
apart sounds 

c/a/t
cat

pancake
pan/cake

read a story

tap the rhythm
of a story

rug
mug
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read a story

dry erase

write a story draw a story

draw words draw shapes

write word 
families

write family
names

Vivian
-ug

rug
mug
tug

write alphabet

aop

trace letters
& words

sort letters

dog 

lth

dry erase

felt board

felt board

create a story

retell

tell a story

sing a song
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read a story

word journal

write a story draw a story

draw words draw shapes

write word 
families

write family
names

Vivian
-ug

rug
mug
tug

write alphabet

aop

trace letters
& words

sort letters

dog 

lth

rhyme cards

journal

rhyme cards

use the words
in a sentence 

build fluency - 
use egg shaker

or rhythm sticks

tell a story

sing a song
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magnify glass

look, discover, &
write in journal 

play a word finding 
game

explore a book 
up close 

play I spy using a
word search 

I Spy the Letter Aa

sports cards

sort by beginning
letter name etc. 

tell a story

put in alphabetic
order by name 

read each card

magnify glass

sport cards
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read a story

clear pocket

write a story draw a story

draw words draw shapes

write word 
families

write family
names

Vivian
-ug

rug
mug
tug

write alphabet

trace letters
& words

insert a work
page & use dry

erase pens

dog 

timer

pocket

read a story

Time How Long It Takes To...

read a story read a word list

draw a picture to
match a  word

draw # shapes

read a passage use a word in a
sentence 

treetop

write alphabet

say alphabet

spell/write a 
given word

timer

cat
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read a story

tell a story
pick a stone &

  say a word that
rhymes 

sort by 
ending sound

sing a story

sort by 
beginning sound

pick a stone
write the word

story stones

/b/

/s/

pick a stone
use it in a
sentence

write a story pick a stone
say all the sounds

s/u/nThe sun is hot.

story sack

story stones

read a story

tell a story
pick an object &

  say a word that
rhymes 

sort objects by 
ending sound

sing a story

sort objects by 
beginning sound

pick an object 
write the word

story sack

/b/

/s/

pick an object
use it in a
sentence

write a story pick an object
say all the sounds

b/o/lThe ball is red.
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words

picture cards read a story

tell a story about
the picture 

name the picture

say the 
ending sound

sing a story

say the
beginning sound

write the 
picture word

picture cards

/a/

/l/

use the word
 in a sentence

write a story
using 1 or 

more cards
say all the sounds 

a/p/lThe apple is red.

read a story

tell a story using
the word

read the word

say the 
ending sound

sing a story
using the word

say the
beginning sound

write the word

words

/i/

/t/

use the word
 in a sentence

write a story
using as many

words as you can
say all the sounds 

i/tDo you see it?

it
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playdough

voice cards

voice cards

role play tell a story
retell as a 
character

sing a song read a poem read a word list

rhyme words
blend & take
apart sounds 

c/a/t
cat

rug
mug

1,2,3
you and me

read a story

playdough

role play tell a story retell a story

build a character shape letters shape words

shape an emotion take apart sounds
 in words

c/a/t
cat

create a
story setting 

red
me
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slinky

slinky

take apart sounds
 in words

c/a/t
cat

rhyme words

pancake
pan/cake

break words
into syllables 

blend & take
apart sounds 

c/a/t
cat

rug
mug

read a word list say all the sounds 

i/t
say the 

ending sound

/t/

say the
beginning sound

/i/
practice calm

breathing

read a storysand letters
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sand letter cards

build words

build family
names

Vivian

put in order

a
an
and

create a picture

aodb e i
j

k

vz

w
y

c

say a word
with same
beginning

sound

nap

say a word
with same

ending sound

bed

trace with
finger

trace & say sound
match upper

and
lowercase



whisper phone

books

books

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

whisper phone

tell a story retell 

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap

blend & take
apart sounds 

c/a/t
cat

1,2,3
you and me

read a poem

1,2,3
you and me

read a poem



read a story

tell a story about
the picture 

name parts from
the pictures

point to the
characters

sing the story

put the cards
in order 

write the 
picture word

sequence cards

talk about
the setting/s

write a story
using 1 or 

more cards
create your
own endng sequence cards
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 Read With Me Stuffy

tell a story read a story retell 

sing a song read a poem use voices 

rhyme words
blend & take
apart sounds talk 

c/a/t
cat

rug
mug

1,2,3
you and me

 Read With Me Stuffy



sign
seat

travel label cards

bricks

bricks

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

travel label cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap



word list

recipe cards

recipe cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

word lists

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap



sight words

CVC cards

CVC cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

sight word cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap

c a t



reader’s theater 

finger puppets 

finger puppets

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

reader’s theater  cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap



 RAN cards

alphabet cards

 alphabet cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

RAN cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap



environmental print 

sound cards

sound sort cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

environmental print cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap

/b/



xylophone

song cards

song cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

xylophone

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap



 word cards

 story map

story map

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

 word cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap
family 



 writing cube

 sports mats

 sports shape mats

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

writing prompt cube

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap



 alphabet puzzle

 word play cards

 word play cards

sing a story tell a story retell 

talk about a
character

go on a 
word hunt

red
me
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perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

alphabet puzzle

sing a story tell a story retell 

perform a
story

rhyme words

rug
mug

read a storyuse voices 

say a word with
same

ending sound

bed

say a word with
same

beginning sound

nap

rug
mug
_ug
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make your own


